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---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

Today I will discuss two rather distant problems, one from physics (critical phe-
nomena) one from mathematics (Laplacian eigenvalues on surfaces), which
will however share various common features. I will try to make a philosophical
point about direct methods vs �bootstrap methods�.



Common features: a Hilbert space V with a grading and a product.

1) Grading vi 7!�i2R where fvigi2N is an orthonormal basis

2) Commutative and associative product map V �V !V , or in terms of ortho-
normal basis:

vi � vj=
X
k2N

cijk vk; cijk= hvi � vj ; vki

+ Extra structures and consistency conditions.

3) Crucial role will be played by a group G acting on V

---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

Goal: Learn about �i and cijk.

Bootstrap approach: Do not use directly the de�nition of V . Rely on the



consistency conditions, such as:

Bootstrap eqn: h(vi vj)vk; vli= hvi(vj vk); vli 8i; j ; k; l2N

Meaning: Pull yourself by your own bootstraps = do something miraculous.

Vectors spaces with a product and a bilinear form : Frobenius algebras. Many
examples in math. In physics underlie TQFTs.



Today: 1) 1-dim state of space; 2) not exactly solvable.

---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

Problem 1 - Mathematics

a compact Riemannian manifold X (of dim d)

Goal: Study Laplace-Beltrami eigenvalues:

¡�'i=�i'i; �16�26 :::

We take V =L2(X)

1) Grading V =
L

V� where V� is the space of eigenfunctions associated with
eigenvalue � (�nite-dimensional).



2) Product pointwise (de�ned on C1�V ):

'; '0 7! ' � '0

By completeness of eigenfunctions, we have an expansion

'i'j=
X
k=1

1

cijk'k

cijk=

Z
X

'i'j'k dvol (triple overlaps)

(assuming real eigenfunction basis)

---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

How to �nd eigenvalues �i and triple overlaps cijk?

1) Not exactly solvable except for very symmetric manifolds (such as Sd or T d).



2) Can always solve the Laplace-Beltrami equation numerically (e.g. using FEM)

3) Here: �bootstrap approach�

Consider the integral of the quadruple productZ
X

'i'j'k'l=
X
r2N

cijr crkl=
X
r2N

cilr crjk

This is a consistency condition on triple overlaps cijk.

Quadruple products involving derivatives of ''s ) consistency conditions on �i.

Helpful additional assumptions on X:

1) [Bonifacio, Hinterbichler'00] Einstein manifolds Rmn=
R

d
gmn

or stronger:

2) [Bonifacio'00] Hyperbolic manifolds

Rmnpq=�(gmpgnq¡ gmqgnp); �=¡1

or even stronger:



- [Kravchuk, Mazac, Pal'21; Bonifacio'21] Hyperbolic surfaces (d=2)

We'll discuss the last case (richest and closest to the physics example).

---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

Hyperbolic surfaces [Kravchuk, Mazac, Pal, hep-th/2111.12716]

Any closed hyperbolic surface arises as a left quotient X =¡nH where:

1) H is the upper half-plane with hyperbolic metric dx2+ dy2

y2

2) ¡ is a discrete subgroup of G=PSL(2;R) - group of orientation-preserving
isometries of H.

3) Laplace-Beltrami eigenvalue equation on the surface:



¡�f =�f , f :H!R, f( � z)= f(z) 8 2¡.

---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

Note that we also have H=G/K, K =SO(2;R) maximally compact subgroup
of G.

Idea [PKM'21]: instead of V =L2(X)=L2(¡nG/K) work in a bigger space
V =L2(¡nG) which carries a unitary representation of G acting on the right.

First discuss the action of K=SO(2;R)�G on V . Under this action V decom-
poses as:

V =L2(¡nG)=
M
n2Z

Vn

where K acts on Vn multiplying by e¡in�. We have V0=L2(X).

[ Vn=L2(n-forms): f(z)= (cz+ d)¡2nf( � z)].

So: L2(¡nG) combines functions and forms into a space on which G acts unitarily.

Three basis elements L0; L�1 of sl(2;R), [Lm; Ln] = (m¡n)Lm+n, act as

L0jVn=n1 ; L�1:Vn!Vn�1



In other words: L�1 are raising/lowering operators which move among Vn.

---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

Then let us discuss the decomposition of L2(¡nG) under the action of G. It
decomposes into a sum of unitary irreps of G:

V =
M

Rk

These Rk must belong to the well-known list of all irreps of PSL(2;R):

1) Trivial representation (constant function)

2) principal series + complementary series irreps P� (related to Laplacian eigen-
functions)

�=C2=�(1¡�)

- Principal series

�> 1/4;�=1/2+ it



- Complementary series

0<�< 1/4;�2 (0; 1/2)

- v�2P�\V0 is a function in L2(X), and C2 is the Laplace-Beltrami operator.

We can move up and down Vn!Vn�1 with L�1

3) discrete series irreps Ds, s2N (related to holomorphic modular forms) +
its conjugate

vs2Vs, L1vs=0: holomorphic modular form.

Riemann-Roch theorem: for a surface of genus g, the number of such forms is

ls=(2s¡ 1)(g¡ 1)+ �s;1

---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

For any F1, F2 smooth vectors in V =L2(¡nG), their product decomposes as

F1F2=
X
k

Pk(F1F2)



where Pk are orthogonal projectors on various ireps Rk occurring in V =
L

Rk.

Crucial fact: Dependence of Pk(F1F2) on F1; F2 is strongly constrained by G-
invariance.

Indeed Pk:Ri�Rj!Rk is a G-invariant linear map from. The space of such maps
is at most 1-dimensional, so Pk is �xed up to a single proportionality constant
(triple overlap):

- If Ri�Ds1 and Rj�Ds2 then Pk� 0 unless Rk�Ds3 with s3> s1+ s2

- If Ri�Ds and Rj�D�s then Pk� 0 unless Rk is trivial or principal + comple-
mentary.

---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

Now consider the quadruple overlaps:

hF1F2F�3F�4i=
Z
X=¡nG

d�(g)F1(g)F2(g)F�3(g)F�4(g)

where F1; F2 vary over Ds and F�3; F�4 vary over D�s.

We express these overlaps in two di�erent ways, projecting



F1(g)F2(g) and F�3(g)F�4(g) ¡! irreps (only holomorphic modular forms)

or

F1(g)F�3(g) and F2(g)F�4(g)¡! irreps (Laplacian eigenfunctions with their eigen-
values appear here)

[KMP'21] had a smart idea to consider one-parameter families of smooth vectors
of V , whose span is dense in Ds, D�s:

F (w)= exp(wL¡1)vs2V 1; jw j< 1

F�(w)=w¡2sexp(¡w¡1L1)vs�2V 1; jw j> 1

Then considers a family of overlaps:

hF (w1)F (w2)F�(w3)F�4(w4)i; jw1j; jw2j< 1; jw3j; jw4j> 1:

By G-invariance these overlaps can be expressed in terms of one function

f(�); � =
(w1¡w2)(w3¡w4)
(w1¡w3)(w2¡w4)

; � 2C



This function can be given two independent expansions. After some group-theory
computations (one has to work out the explicit forms of Pk's) [KMP'21] get the
bootstrap equation

f(�)=
X
p=2s

1

(cp )
2Gp(�)=

�
�

1¡ �

�2s 
1+
X
i=1

1

(c�i
)2H�i(�)

!

Gp(�)= � p 2F1(p; p; 2p; �)

H�(�)= 2F1

�
�; 1¡�; 1; �

1¡ �

�
Here cp�hvsvsvpi and c�i�hvsvs�v�ii.
---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

Specialize to s= 1 (holomorphic one-forms). Expanding bootstrap equations at
� = 0 one gets an in�nite series of polynomial constraints involving �i's and
unknown squares of overlaps c2> 0.
It turns out that the resulting equations allow to set upper bounds on eigenvalues
using just c2> 0 and no further input. E.g. one can show that, keeping only
O(10) of the in�nitely many equations:



g=2:

�16 3.8388976481 [KMP'21]

Cf for the Bolza surface, conjectured to have maximal �1 for g=2:

�1= 3.838887258::: [Strohmaier,Uski'11]

g=3:

�16 2.6784833893 [KMP'21]



Cf for the Klein quartic, conjectured to have maximal �1 for g=3:

�1� 2.67793::: (from FEM calculations)

---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

Problem 2 - physics

The 3D Ising model is a spin model on the in�nite 3D cubic lattice, de�ned by its
partition function (start with a �nite lattice and take a limit):

Z =
X
fsg

e
1

T

P
hijisisj; si=�1



2D version is better known:

At phase transition (T = Tc) the spin-spin correlation function is a powerlaw at
large distances:

hs0sri� const/r¡2��; r� 1

Scaling dimension ��> 0 is not known exactly (3D model not exactly solved)

Believed universal: depends only on the symmetry of the model (Z2); won't change
if we change the lattice or add extra interactions (like next-to-nearest neighbor).

�Beliefs� supported by Monte Carlo simulations and by Wilson's non-rigorous RG
theory. Hardly any doubt among physicists. Not yet proven mathematically.



Why?? One can hypothesise a universal mathematical object which captures ��

- Euclidean �eld theory.

The �eld �(x), x2R3, is a random distribution, not de�ned pointwise. A proba-
bility measure d�(�) in the space of distributions D 0(R3). Via its moments

Z
�(f1):::�(fn)d�(�); �(f)=

Z
�(x)f(x)d3x

we can de�ne correlation functions

h�(x1):::�(xn)i

Distributions at xi=xj; real-analytic functions if all xi=/ xj.

Field theory: h�(x1)�(x2)i= 1

jx1¡ x2j2��

Cf 3D Ising at criticality: hs0sri� const
r2��

; r� 1

Conclusions:



- Ising model is very �dirty� and non-unique; At T =Tc universal powerlaws appear
at large distances, but still dirt at short distances.

- Field theory is maximally �pure�. It has many symmetries: scale, translation,
rotation. Believed to also have conformal invariance, i.e. invariance under

�(x)!j@f /@xj��/d�(f(x))

where f is a global conformal transformation of Rd, d=3.

These transformations act best on the Riemann sphere Sd�Rd[f1g and they
form a group SO(d+1; 1).



The above conformal �eld theory has not yet been proven to exist mathematically.
If it does exist, what does it look like? E.g. what is ��? Note that �� can be
measured experimentally via neutron scatrtering o� a critical magnet.

---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

Restricting the random measure � to �elds on an equator of S3 we get a space
of states of the theory, V .

As usual in a re�ection-positive theory V is a Hilbert space. We can generate V
by inserting many � �elds inside the sphere.



We can consider restrictions to any 2d sphere and we get a Hilbert space naturally
isomorphic to V (by conformal invariance).

Also by conformal invariance, this Hilbert space V carries a representation of the
conformal algebra.

The theory should also de�ne `transition amplitudes' between several states (these
generalize correlation functions of �)



[Segal's axioms of 2d CFT; for d> 3 Schwarz 1509.08064]

---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

An important conformal algebra generator is D which generates scale transforma-
tions. We can decompose V into a direct sum of orthogonal subspaces graded by
the eigenvalue of D:

V =
M
i2N

V�i

There is a subspace of �1=0 (inserting nothing, 'unit operator') and of �2=��

inserting �(x) at the center of the 2-sphere.



Higher eigenvalues correspond to other 'local operators' Oi(x) of the theory, of
scaling dimension �i. We can therefore consider not just correlators of � but
correlators of all these other �elds:

hOi1(x1)Oi2(x2):::Oin(xn)i

We have two-operator correlators

hOi(x1)Oj 0(x2)i=
�ij

jx1¡x2j2�i

In the 3D Ising model, these would correspond to correlators of products of several
nearby spins as the distance between products is taken large, e.g.

h(s0s1)(srsr+1)i�
const
jr j2�"

(+const) r� 1

Here �" is the dimension of the �rst Z2-even operator, called ".

---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------



Conformal invariance �xes the distance dependence of three-operator correlators
[Polyakov, 1971]

hOi(x1)Oj(x2)Ok(x3)i=
cijk

jx1¡x2jhijkjx1¡x3jhikj jx2¡x3jhjki

where hijk=�i+�j¡�k

We next consider the four-operator correlators:

hOi(x1)Oj(x2)Ok(x3)Ol(x4)i

This can be expressed in several ways (bootstrap equation):

X
r2N

cilrcrjkGr
il;jk(x1; x2; x3; x4)=

X
r2N

cijrcrlkGr
ij ;lk(x1; x2; x3; x4)



Functions Gr
il;jk are �xed by conformal symmetry in terms of the scaling dimen-

sions �r,�i;�j ;�k;�l and can be worked out.

We don't know if the conformal �eld theory exists, but assuming it does, we can
use the bootstrap eqn to put constraints on the allowed �i and cijk.

- In 4D (functions Gr are easier; motivated by particle physics) [Rattazzi, SR,
Tonni, Vichi 2008]

- In 3D [El-Showk, Paulos, Poland, SR, Simmons-Du�n, Vichi, 2012, 2014] dis-
covered constraints saturated by the 3D Ising dimensions:



The current strongest result is as follows:

�Theorem� [Kos, Poland, Simmons-Du�n, Vichi, 2016]

Consider a 3D re�ection-positive conformal �eld theory with Z2 invariance and
two scalar local operators of dimension �� and �".

Suppose that all other operators have scaling dimension >3 (motivated by RG
stability arguments).

Then either ��> 0.6 or (��;�") must belong to the tiny blue elongated region
in this plot:



In particular ��= 0.5181489(10);�"= 1.412625(10).

Conclusions

Much attention in theoretical sciences is devoted to exactly solvable, �integrable�
examples.

Barring exactly solvability, one resorts to direct numerical computations (like
solving Laplace-Beltrami equation via FEM, or Monte Carlo simulating 3D Ising).

My examples showed that sometimes �bootstrap methods� based on consistency
conditions can be quite competitive with such direct numerical computations.

It is interesting to understand better WHY bootstrap methods are successful, and
to �nd more situations where they work. This is the topic of active research.


